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Welcome!
Fist to Five Check-in

0- I am depleted.
1- Barely here.
2- Meh.
3- Feeling pretty good.
4- Feeling very good!
5- Feeling incredible!

Shared Language & Understanding

Gender binary – A system that constructs gender
according to two discrete and opposite categories:
boy/man and girl/woman. It is important to
recognize that both cisgender and Transgender
people can have a gender identity that is binary.
Cisgender – Refers to people whose Gender identity
aligns with their assigned sex at birth (cis- from
Latin, meaning, “on this side [of].” In contrast to
trans, from the Latin root meaning “across,”
“beyond,” or “on the opposite side [of]”).
Nonbinary – An umbrella term for gender identities
that are not exclusively masculine or feminine.
Transgender – Sometimes this term is used broadly
as an umbrella term to describe anyone whose
gender identity differs from their assigned sex. It
can also be used more narrowly as a gender
identity that reﬂects a binary gender identity that is
“opposite” or “across from” the sex they were
assigned at birth.

Acknowledging Intersectionality
➔ Gender is unique to each person, rooted in and connected to our
cultures and ancestries.
➔ Gender terms we use are mostly from Western culture. Colonization
has played a large role in the gender binary as we know it, and
much of our discourse does not acknowledge how gender is
experienced or viewed across cultures.
➔ Gender history is Indigenous history.
➔ Black trans and nonbinary youth are our most at-risk populations for
mental health needs. We need to honor and equitably support our
trans and nonbinary Black, Indigenous, and Students of Color.

Outcomes of Educating in a Binary Construct

Source: HRC Annual Youth Report

Areas to Assess for August
Student Privacy & Access

Information System Protocols

Student consent leads the
way

Honoring and communicating
student information changes

Gender Inclusive Modeling
& Communications

Curriculum & Pedagogy

How are you modeling
awareness & inclusion?

Representing and normalizing
LGBTQ+ culture, contributions,
perspectives

Student Privacy/Access

Information Systems

❏

Support teachers in beginning of
year student “getting to know
you” forms

❏

❏

Student consent only (unless
mandated reporter concern)
Student Services support
network
Outing at School
Facilities, overnight field trips,
other gender-based scenarios
Restrooms/Locker Rooms

❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏

❏

Communicate to students, staff,
families the right to change
non-legal information
Educate your classified staff
Check your rosters and
substitute system
Transcripts, records, IDs,
CAASPP

❏

❏
❏

Communications

Curriculum & Instruction

Put your pronouns in your
email signature, on your
communications to students,
families, teachers (and ask
them to as well)
Use “they”, and other neutral
terms
Normalize nonbinary language
and model to your staff and
students

❏

❏
❏
❏

Provide resources to your
teachers on The FAIR Act,
CHYA, etc.
Model gender inclusive
instructional best practices
The power of read-alouds in a
staff meeting/classroom
Reach out for
curricular/pedagogical support

How Do You Co-Create Inclusive Visuals at Your School?

You Are Supported - Reach Out!

“Inclusion is about the design, the process
through which we intentionally create the
environment. Inclusion is about partnering
with the people we are serving and changing
the culture so that they experience access and
unconditional belonging. That’s a different
paradigm than expecting people to change
themselves in order to fit in.”
Cat Cabral
catherinecabral@berkeley.net

-Cobb & Krownapple

Transgender Law & Policy
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 states, “No
person…shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation
in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any education program et seq…
This federal law applies to sex, sexual orientation, gender, gender
identity and expression, and has been successful used in federal
courts in protecting the rights of transgender students in
California, Colorado, Main and Washington.

Transgender Law & Policy
California Education Codes
§200: Guarantees equal rights and opportunities in educational
institutions based on gender, gender identity and gender
expression, along with other protected characteristics.
§220: Prohibits discrimination on the basis of gender, gender
identity, gender expression, along with other protected
characteristics.

Transgender Law & Policy
Application of Ed Codes §200 and §220
● The right to attend a comprehensive school.
● The right to participate in all academic, elective and
extracurricular programs, activities, events and clubs.
● The right to be treated fairly and with respect.
● The right to be called by preferred names and pronouns.
● The right to wear attire in alignment with gender
identity.

Transgender Law & Policy

California Education Code
§210.7: Gender means sex, and includes an
individual’s gender identity and expression.

Transgeder Law & Policy
Application of Ed Code §210.7
● The right to be identified and known by a preferred gender,
or as non-binary, and/or gender nonconforming.
● The right to be identified on unofficial school records (rosters,
I.Ds, student information systems, newspapers, programs,
diplomas, certificates, yearbook) by a preferred name and
gender.
● The right to change assigned name and sex at birth on
official school records through a court order.

Transgender Law & Policy
California Education Code
§221.5: Students shall participate in sex-segregated school
programs and activities, including athletic teams and
competitions, and use facilities consistent with his, her or they
gender identity, irrespective of the gender listed on the pupil’s
records.”

Transgender Law & Policy
Application of Ed Code §221.5
● The right to fully participate in P.E. and sports as their
preferred gender identity.
● The right to fully participate in off-campus activities such as
prom and overnight field trips as their preferred gender
identity.
● The right to fully access restrooms and locker rooms as their
preferred gender identity.

Transgender Law & Policy
Privacy Rights
California Constitution, Article 1, Section 1: All people are by
nature free and independent and have inalienable rights, among
these...obtaining safety, happiness and privacy.
Family Educational and Privacy Rights Act (FERPA): Protects
the privacy of student education records.

Transgender Law & Policy
Application of Transgender Students’ Privacy Rights
● The right to have their gender identity disclosed only to
certain school and office personnel who are ‘in the need to
know.’
● The right not to have their gender identity revealed to
family members and other students.
● The right to provide as much information as they choose
regarding their gender identity and transition process.

Transgender Law & Policy

California Education Code
§201(b): An affirmative obligation to combat
racism, sexism, and other forms of bias.

Transgender Law & Policy
Application of Ed Code §201(b)

●
●
●
●

School employees have an affirmative obligation to…
Stop all forms of harassment, bullying and discrimination.
Report all forms of harassment, bullying and discrimination to
school administrators and district officials.
Model respect and appropriate conduct for all students.
Affirm and respect all students.

